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Sela Halstead lost her innocence in a way that no 16-year-old should ever have to endure. She's
spent years trying to forget that night, even while wondering about the identities of the monsters
who brutalized her - until a telltale tattoo flashes across Sela's TV screen. The incriminating ink
belongs to Jonathon Townsend, the millionaire founder of The Sugar Bowl, a website that
matches rich older men with impressionable young women. Obsessed with revenge, Sela
infiltrates Townsend's world, only to come face-to-face with a tantalizing complication: Beckett
North, his charismatic business partner.The tech mastermind behind The Sugar Bowl, Beck
always gets what he wants, in business and in bed. And yet, for a man who's done every dirty
thing imaginable, there's something about the naive, fresh-faced Sela that sparks his hottest
fantasies. Because with her, it's not just about sex. Beck opens up to her in ways he never has
with other girls. So why does he get the feeling that she's hiding something?In a world of
pleasure and power, the shocking truth could turn them against each other - or bind them
forever.Contains mature themes.





DonnaC, “Wow, what a start to this trilogy, loved it!!. Sugar Daddy (Sugar Bowl #1) by Sawyer
Bennett“Infiltrate. Murder. Repeat.”Sawyer Bennett is one of my 1click authors, whether it be
lawyers, hot hockey players or anything else in between she never fails to pull me into her
stories, hook, line and sinker and Sugar Daddy was no different.I went into this book with all
sorts of expectations, smut, old men, young women, gold diggers and all the shallow,
meaningless relationships that go with it, but that is not what was delivered. Yes, the back drop
of this story is all of the above, but the crux of this story was so much more. This was a totally
captivating read, one that had me fully invested both mentally and emotionally. This was a
different side to Sawyer Bennett and I adored it.This is the first book in a trilogy, so if you are of
the “I must wait till they are all out crowd,” then you may want to wait but for all of us die hard
waiters and nail biters, this book will definitely have you salivating for more. I didn’t want this
book to end and when it did, I felt lost…I needed and wanted more.This was Sela’s story, a
woman on a mission for revenge, a woman who wanted to conquer her demons even if that
meant committing murder to do it. When Sela sees a man on the TV with a clearly identifiable
tattoo, a tattoo that is a huge part of her nightmares, her inner fight was sparked. She had been
merely existing, not living and seeing her tormentor on the screen, cocky, arrogant and without a
care in the world was too much, the fuse had been lit and I felt sorry for the man she was next to
when she detonated.“While I thought Jonathon Townsend took everything away from me, I’ve
realized just now that he took nothing. He only warped my perception.”Jonathon Townsend aka
JT was the man on Sela’s hit list, one of the owners of the Sugar Bowl, an online site that puts
Sugar Daddy’s together with their Sugar Baby’s. Yes, it sounds all kinds of yuck but as I said
above, this is just a back drop and forms a very small part of this story. JT was the money behind
this venture and the face of their advertising. His celebrity status though was beginning to take
its toll, some people took fame with a pinch of salt, others became a***holes, JT was the
latter.“Wealthy by birth, spoiled by circumstance…Playboy. Bachelor. Rapist”Beck is the brains
behind the Sugar Bowl. He was the tech geek, the sensible one and a man with a heart of gold.
Although he had been born into a life of privilege and money he had not let that define him,
unlike his business partner. Although they had been best friends since a very young age, Beck
was nothing like JT and just like with all business relationships, sometimes they hit the skids and
friendship cannot come into it and JT was testing Beck’s limits.“…it’s like the flame I had already
burning on a steady low for Sela got whipped into a frenzied firestorm and I couldn’t leave her
alone…”Sela and Beck’s lives were about to intersect, neither one anticipating the other and
both of them extremely wary. Is Beck just a pawn in Sela’s quest for revenge or will the hardest of
hearts finally open up and let someone in? This cuts both ways, both of them have never loved,
both have never wanted to love, but sometimes love has other ideas.“I think you’re the best thing
to ever happen to me, and when you’re given a gift like that, the prospect of losing it can be a
little consuming.”Sawyer Bennett delivered a fast paced story that had me totally captivated from



the first page, for me this was a romantic suspense type read sprinkled with humour and a
potential beautiful love story in the making. The foundations have been laid, the seeds have
been planted and we have another two books to cover germination and full bloom. As with all
Sawyer Bennett books, this woman knows how to write her sex scenes, her character
connection is always on point and this book is no different. These are two characters that you will
be rooting for from the very beginning, travelling the path of love with a lot of firsts for both of
them but with plenty of obstacles, bumps and turns ahead of them. I cannot wait to see where
Sawyer Bennett takes these two, after that ending I am scared, but the ever romantic in me sees
greatness for these two, as long as JT is dead in the meantime.“I realized that intimacy is
actually something that I could learn to crave with a man like Beckett North and that I’ve only just
begun to discover the true potential inside myself.”Another great read from Sawyer Bennett,
bring it on!!”

Payton Stone, “Great start to the trilogy!. The prologue of this book completely reeled me in! It
shattered my heart into pieces. This poor girl is forced to see the horrors on humanity at such as
young age and in the worse way possible. I found myself shaking my head in pure disbelief.In the
next 2 chapters we are introduced to Sela and Beck, who are the main characters. The story is
told from their alternating points of view.I want to start by saying I love the terms that are used
when talking about this particular escorting business. Sugarships, sugar babies, the business'
name The Sugar Bowl. I feel the need to mention it here before I start using the terms in this
review. Also, is it sad that I can so easily look passed the base of what the business is?When we
meet Sela, she is intent on getting revenge for the atrocity that she endured at the hands of a
man named JT, who is one of the owners of The Sugar Bowl. Upon learning what Sela's plan
was I was completely shocked. All I could think was 'how did she jump to that extreme'? Sela is
the epitome of the saying "never mess with a scorched woman" because she is completely
content with spending the rest of her life in jail to get her revenge.Then we meet Beck. He's
completely unattached and not interested in engaging in the services his business offers (unlike
his partner JT). As it so happens, in the midst of Sela attempting to manipulate JT, she is
basically intercepted by the handsome and swoon worthy Beck. Things get a little cozy that night
and Sela sees that Beck has the dreaded red Phoenix tattoo on his rib cage. She is immediately
freaked out and to be honest, so was I!Regardless of the worry and suspicions I have of Beck, I
still jumped for joy when Sela and Beck sign the sugarship agreement. Then seconds later
groan when Beck makes it clear that it's on for a month. (NO!)Sela and Beck have no qualms
about being around each other and actually quickly become comfortable in each others
presence, which I really loved!As much as Beck fights his head telling him that he doesn't wants
anything committal with Sela, his actions continually proves otherwise. I love that Sela is the
reason Beck is doing things he wouldn't normally do. The bachelor that never wanted to commit
to any one female is contemplating doing just that. At least until something goes terribly
wrong.There were a couple of aspects that really bothered me. The first one was that Sela keep



claiming that she was just using Beck to accomplish her ulterior motive and I was so quick to call
BS on that one! Now, it may have started that way, but it's definitely not the path it took. I think
she's hiding behind that as an excuse.Another thing I couldn't understand was how Sela could
keep canoodling with Beck without even seeing if the red Phoenix tattoo means what she thinks
it does. May this is the twist that I'm waiting for to drop?Also, I have a hard time grasping why
Beck could not see through all of JT's bs. AND... Sela can sit between to the of them and not
saying anything about the past or present when it comes to JT. JT will be their downfall, I
presume.The absolute most frustrating thing was this secret that Sela is keeping from Beck. It's
affecting this sugarship and she claims to care for him so much. I'm just screaming for her to tell
him already!I NEVER expected the turn of events that happened at the end of the book. It
literally ends with a slamming door in the face and that's exactly how I was left feeling as the
reader. It made me want to just start the next book right away!”

Tasha Williams, “An amazing start to a new series!. After suffering brutal attack as a teenager,
Sela is now trying to live her life the best that she can. Surviving with a huge black cloud
shadowing over her life. Until one day she sees her attacker, none other than the rick founder of
a new "Sugar Daddy" website The Sugar Bowl on her TV screen.With revenge on her mind, Sela
sets out to infiltrate his world and exact her revenge but doesn't factor in an unlikely complication
in the shape of his sexy business partner Beckett North, who makes her feel things she didn't
think possible. With the secret lurking between them will Sela be able to follow through or will
Beckett distract her?To be honest I found this book by accident and when I one clicked it for 49p
I wasn't really expecting much from it. I had never heard of the author before, so didn't know
what the expect. The cover is too pretty and the blurb made the book seem like it was right up
my street but for that price, how good could it really be?Let me tell you I found myself shocked
beyond all expectations! This book is simply AMAZING. Once I had started it I couldn't put it
down. It's one of those reads that you wish won't end and when it does, you are left feeling bereft
and wanton. It is an utterly addictive read right from the start.I am so glad I found this book, I am
now stalking the author as I wait for the next installment. I make no apologies for this as Sawyer
Bennett is a truly talented author, one that I can't believe I am only just discovering. She has
managed to create a strong plot full of revenge, drama and a whole of lot of lovin'.This book is
the first in a new series and ends with a cliffhanger and what a cliffhanger it is! I actually
screamed as I read the last sentence but don't worry, book two is just around the corner and
book 3 won't be long after that!Go on, if you haven't already read it, what are you waiting for? Go
grab your copy now!!I have given it 5 sugary stars.”

wendy s hodges, “2016 · edit it was amazing Read from July 31 to August 02. Wendy Hodges's
Reviews > Sugar DaddySugar Daddy by Sawyer BennettSugar Daddy (Sugar Bowl, #1)by
Sawyer Bennett (Goodreads Author)20353481Wendy Hodges's reviewAug 02, 2016 · edit it
was amazingRead from July 31 to August 02, 2016I love Sawyer Bennett, she never lets me



down with her books, always just a bit of mystery or secrets all wrapped up in a powerful story to
keep you on the edge of your seat. This is no exception, Beck is a strong alpha male, in control
of his life and the business he shares with his best friend. His friend is hiding a dark and vicious
side that Beck has no clue about. Sela on the other hand knows only to well what he gets up to,
she is out to get her own back. This is just part one of a triple and it does end on a cliff hanger,
but I feel it is worth the effort of reading all three. There is love, suspense and angst a plenty to
keep you interested and glued to the pages in this first installment, all I need now is the second
book before I read the third. The concept of Sugar Daddy is different from normal dating or
escort sites, I suppose in some ways it is more honest in the way the men and women are up
front about what they want out of it. I enjoyed it a lot.”

Amanda, “Gripping, addictive, tense. Oh no what a cliffhanger! I'm so glad I waited until book 2
was already released as I need to know why he's done that!I can't predict this at all which I love,
I'm torn, yes Sela needs justice, but at what cost???Is Beck really the good guy, some things are
questionable, but to what extent?A gripping read you won't put down, highly recommended”

The book has a rating of  5 out of 4.4. 607 people have provided feedback.
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